mann identified a number of previously unrecognized species of birds described and named by Gmelin in 1788 and pointed out that under a strict application of the Law of Priority these identifications would involve the substitution of unknown Gmelin names for nine species and six subspecies of birds, the currently accepted names for which have been in use, "mostly unchallenged" for, in many cases, over I00 years. In submitting these conclusions, Dr. Stresemann expressed the view (p. 87) that some determined step should be taken to prevent well-known and long-established names of this kind from being overthrown for purely technical nomenclatorial reasons. Dr. Stresemann stated that he would be only too glad if some legal way could be found to lock up what he terms his "excavated antiques" in a museum's drawer. He accordingly suggested that these 15 cases should be examined by some International Committee of nomenclature.
IN his recent paper 'Birds collected during Captain James Cook's Last Expedition (1776-1780)' (Auk, 67: 66-88, 1950) Dr. Erwin Stresemann identified a number of previously unrecognized species of birds described and named by Gmelin in 1788 and pointed out that under a strict application of the Law of Priority these identifications would involve the substitution of unknown Gmelin names for nine species and six subspecies of birds, the currently accepted names for which have been in use, "mostly unchallenged" for, in many cases, over I00 years. In submitting these conclusions, Dr. Stresemann expressed the view (p. 87) that some determined step should be taken to prevent well-known and long-established names of this kind from being overthrown for purely technical nomenclatorial reasons. Dr. Stresemann stated that he would be only too glad if some legal way could be found to lock up what he terms his "excavated antiques" in a museum ' On the general question the Congress took the view that it was important that whatever solution might be adopted should be one which, prior to its adoption, had been widely canvassed among representative groups of specialists in the various groups of the Animal Kingdom, in order that the measures to be adopted should be such as to command the widest possible support from the general body of zoologists. On the other hand, the Congress considered that this question was of such importance and urgency that definite decisions thereon should be taken at the next meeting of the Congress, which is due to be held at Copenhagen in 1953. The Congress accordingly instructed me to take steps during the intervening period to ascertain the views of representative groups of zoologists with a view to the submission to the Congress at its next meeting of a scheme that would be generally acceptable. In pursuance of the duty so entrusted to me, I am, therefore, most anxious to receive expressions of opinion and suggestions on this subject from scientific institutions, learned societies, and individual zoologists.
The International Congress at Paris (and the International Commission as its adviser on questions of nomenclature) felt, however, that there were certain directions in which existing machinery could and should at once be improved. The Congress accordingly decided to add to the 'Official List of Generic Names in Zoology' a corresponding 'Official List of Specific Trivial Names in Zoology,' in order that a start might be made without further delay in building up a list of names of species (and subspecies) that were officially recognized and were not to be changed without prior reference to the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature. At the same time the Congress established "Official Indexes" for the recording, respectively, of rejected and invalict generic and specific trivial names, it being unanimously agreed that "Official Indexes" of this kind formed an indispensable counterpart to the "Official Lists" of valid names. In reach-I-i•,o, zNo, Stability in Zoological Nomenclature tJuly ing these decisions, the Congress expressly instructed the International Commission to take every step in its power to foster the development of these "Official Lists" and "Official Indexes." The Commission is accordingly anxious to receive applications on this subject. A note has been prepared giving full particulars of the bibliographical and other data which should be included in such applications, copies of which are available to any specialists contemplating the preparation of applications of this kind. The mechanism described above is well calculated to secure stability for names which are valid under the Code or which are currently believed to be so, for, under a decision taken by the Paris Congress a name once placed on either of the "Official Lists" is not to be discarded in favor of some other name even if later it is found that under the Law of Priority it is not the oldest available name for the genus or species concerned, unless and until the Commission, on having the relevant considerations placed before it, so directs. It may be expected therefore that, as the number of names stabilized in this way increases, these "Official Lists" will play an increasingly important role in preventing well-known names from being changed or used in some sense other than that commonly accepted, as the result of further examination of the older and still imperfectly understood zoological literature. There remains, however, the class of case referred to by Dr. Stresemann where a well-established name, that has not been stabilized through being placed on the appropriate "Official List" is found to be invalid as a junior synonym (or in some cases as a junior homonym). For such names availability and, consequently, stability can be secured only by the use by the Commission of its plenary powers. The Paris Congress recognized, however, that there is a danger that, once a name, however well known, is shown to be invalid, specialists will normally tend to abandon the use of that name, believing that by so doing they are promoting ultimate stability in the nomenclature in their respective groups. In order to ward against this danger and to prevent the position in any given case from being prejudiced pending 
